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CRAN with Hybrid Decoding
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Abstract—In an ultra-dense cloud radio access network (UD-
CRAN), a large number of remote radio heads (RRHs), typically
employed as simple relay nodes, are distributed in a target
area, which could even outnumber their served users. However,
one major challenge is that the large amount of information
required to be transferred between each RRH and the central
processor (CP) for joint signal processing can easily exceed the
capacity of the fronthaul links connecting them. This motivates
our study in this paper on a new hybrid decoding scheme
where in addition to quantizing and forwarding the received
signals for joint decoding at the CP, i.e. forward-and-decode (FaD)
as in the conventional CRAN, the RRHs can locally decode-
and-forward (DaF) the user messages to save the fronthaul
capacity. In particular, we consider the uplink transmission in
an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-
based UD-CRAN, where the proposed hybrid decoding is per-
formed on each OFDMA sub-channel (SC). We study a joint
optimization of the processing mode selections (DaF or FaD),
user-SC assignments and the users’ transmit power allocations
over all SCs to maximize their weighted-sum-rate subject to
the RRHs’ individual fronthaul capacity constraints and the
users’ individual power constraints. Although the problem is non-
convex, we propose a Lagrange duality based solution, which can
be efficiently computed with good accuracy. Further, we propose a
low-complexity greedy algorithm which is shown to achieve close
to the optimal performance under practical setups. Simulation
results show the promising throughput gains of the proposed
designs with hybrid decoding, compared to the existing schemes
that perform either DaF or FaD at all SCs.
Index Terms—Cloud radio access network, hybrid decoding,
orthogonal frequency division multiple access, resource alloca-
tion, ultra-dense network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing the number of cellular base stations (BSs) to
serve a given area, also known as network densification,
is foreseen to be a necessary solution to address the large
data rate demands of the future fifth-generation (5G) wire-
less communication networks [1], [2]. Cloud radio access
network (CRAN) provides a cost-effective way to achieve
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network densification, by replacing the conventional BSs with
low-power distributed remote radio heads (RRHs) that are
deployed close to the users and coordinated by a central pro-
cessor (CP) [1]. CRAN significantly improves both the spectral
efficiency and energy efficiency compared to conventional
cellular networks, due to the centralized resource allocation
and joint signal processing over the RRHs at the CP [3]–[17].
Combining a dense network with centralized joint processing
as in the CRAN leads to a powerful new network architecture
termed ultra-dense CRAN (UD-CRAN) [18], [19], in which
the number of RRHs can even exceed the number of users
being served in a given area to support wireless connectivity
of ultra-high throughput.
In a UD-CRAN, the RRHs exchange data and control
signals with the CP via high-speed wired or wireless links
which are referred to as the fronthaul. With a fully centralized
architecture, where the CP performs all the encoding/decoding
operations, the RRHs in a UD-CRAN can be simple relay
nodes that transmit or receive quantized/compressed baseband
signals over the fronthaul links [3]–[6], [16]. Although such
an architecture provides the maximum joint signal processing
gains, the fronthaul links can get saturated easily by the large
volume of signals that need to be transmitted over them,
especially in UD networks. On the other hand, in traditional
cellular networks, the BSs themselves have encoding/decoding
capability, and only the user messages are sent over the back-
haul, which typically requires much less capacity compared
to sending quantized signals over the fronthaul in CRAN.
However, in such networks, the performance gains due to joint
signal processing are compromised. This motivates an alterna-
tive hybrid architecture for UD-CRAN as proposed in [20], by
which the benefits of both the BS-centric local processing in
conventional cellular networks and the centralized processing
in CRAN can be achieved by adaptively switching between the
two, based on e.g., the wireless channel conditions, the user
rate requirements and the fronthaul constraints of the RRHs.
In this paper, we consider the uplink transmission in an or-
thogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based
UD-CRAN with hybrid decoding on each sub-channel (SC), as
shown in Fig. 1. On each SC, the RRHs can choose either to:
decode the assigned user’s message locally and then forward
it to the CP (namely, decode-and-forward (DaF)), or simply
quantize the signal and forward it to the CP for joint decod-
ing (termed forward-and-decode (FaD)), or not process the
received signal at all (to save fronthaul capacity). Most of the
existing work on CRAN considers single-channel systems [3]–
[15], where all the users transmit in the same bandwidth.
Previously, a hybrid compression and message-sharing strategy
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was considered in [21] for the downlink transmission in a
single-channel CRAN, where the CP shares the uncompressed
messages of some users to a subset of RRHs, in addition to
transmitting compressed messages of all users to each RRH.
In contrast, in this paper we consider the OFDMA-based UD-
CRAN with multiple SCs for the uplink transmission with
hybrid decoding on each SC. Although allowing multiple
users to transmit on the same SC can potentially increase
the system throughput, it would require the more complex
successive interference cancellation receiver on each SC at
the CP and/or the RRHs, compared to the simple single-user
decoder considered in this paper. The uplink transmission in an
OFDMA-based CRAN, with only FaD processing on each SC
was considered in [16]. In contrast, with the hybrid decoding
considered in this paper, each RRH can choose to first decode
the message in an SC locally, before forwarding it to the CP,
in addition to quantizing and forwarding the signal to the CP
as in [16]. For the downlink of a multi-hop fronthaul CRAN,
it has been shown in [22] that multicasting user messages with
the help of network coding can perform better than unicasting
compressed messages with simple routing.
Specifically, we consider a cluster of M RRHs and K
users, both with single-antennas, in an OFDMA-based UD-
CRAN with N orthogonal SCs, as shown in Fig. 1. The
signal transmitted by the user assigned to each SC can be
either quantized and forwarded by a subset of RRHs for joint
decoding at the CP, or instead, locally decoded and forwarded
by a single RRH. Jointly decoding the message of a user
assigned to any SC at the CP provides a receive-combining
gain from multiple RRHs over the local decoding at a single
RRH, and hence achieves a higher transmission rate for the
user in general. However, to achieve this rate improvement,
the participating RRHs need to forward the quantized signals
with sufficiently low error to the CP, which consumes more
of their fronthaul capacities compared to a decoded message
forwarded by a single RRH. On the other hand, when an
RRH forwards a decoded message, the fronthaul capacity is
significantly saved, but the receive-combining gain achievable
with centralized decoding at the CP is compromised, and only
a selection diversity gain over the RRHs can be attained.
Besides the selection of DaF or FaD processing modes,
the achievable rate for each SC also depends on the user-
SC assignment and transmit power allocations by the users.
Thus, the RRHs’ processing mode (DaF/FaD/no processing)
selections on each SC should be jointly optimized along with
the resource allocation in the network. The main results of this
paper are summarized as follows.
• We study a joint resource allocation problem in UD-
CRAN, including the RRHs’ processing mode selec-
tions, user-SC assignments and the users’ transmit power
allocations for OFDMA transmission, to maximize the
users’ weighted-sum-rate in the uplink transmission. To
the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been
considered yet in the literature. The problem, however,
is non-convex, and an exhaustive search over all possi-
ble solutions would incur an exponential complexity of
O((K(2M + M))N ), which is evidently not practically
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Fig. 1. OFDMA-based uplink CRAN with hybrid-decoding RRHs.
affordable in a UD-CRAN with large values of N and/or
M .
• Hence, we propose a Lagrange duality based algorithm,
which can achieve the optimal solution asymptotically
when the number of SCs is large, at a much reduced
complexity of O(NK(2M +M)).
• To further reduce the complexity in UD networks, we pro-
pose a greedy algorithm to obtain a suboptimal solution,
which has a lower complexity of only O(NK(M2+M)),
and is shown to be able to achieve close-to-optimal
throughput performance under various practical setups by
simulations.
• Finally, we compare the proposed optimal and suboptimal
algorithms with hybrid decoding to both the conventional
CRAN that performs FaD processing on all SCs, and a
cellular network that performs DaF processing on all SCs
by simulations, which show promising throughput gains
by the proposed algorithms.
Notation: In this paper, scalars are denoted by lower-case
letters, e.g., x, while vectors are denoted by bold-face lower-
case letters, e.g., x. The set of real numbers, complex numbers,
and integers are denoted by R, C and Z, respectively. Simi-
larly, (·)x×1 denotes the corresponding space of x-dimensional
column vectors, while R+ and Z++ denote the sets of non-
negative real numbers and positive integers respectively. For
a real scalar x ∈ R, [x]+ , max{x, 0}, and for a complex
scalar x ∈ C, |x| ≥ 0 denotes the magnitude of x. For a
vector x, xT denotes its transpose. Vectors with all elements
equal to 1 and 0 are denoted by 1 and 0, respectively. For
real vectors x,y ∈ RM×1, x  y denotes the component-
wise inequalities xi ≥ yi, i = 1, . . . ,M . Finally, CN (µ, σ2)
denotes a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG)
random variable with mean µ and variance σ2, and the symbol
∼ is used to mean “distributed as”.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We study the uplink transmission in a UD-CRAN cluster
that consists of M single-antenna RRHs, denoted by the set
M , {1, . . . ,M}, and K single-antenna users, denoted by
K , {1, . . . ,K}, as shown in Fig. 1. The users transmit their
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signals in the uplink using OFDMA over a total bandwidth of
B Hz which is equally divided intoN orthogonal SCs, denoted
by the set N , {1, . . . , N}. These signals are received by the
RRHs, and are then forwarded to the CP via the individual
fronthaul links of the RRHs. As the fronthaul link capacity
is practically limited for each RRH, one of the following
operations are chosen to be performed on each SC n ∈ N
by each RRH m ∈M:
• The user’s message is decoded and forwarded to the
CP (DaF);
• The user’s signal is quantized and forwarded to the CP,
which then decodes the message (FaD); or
• The received signal is not processed.
For example, an illustration is given in Fig. 1 with 5 RRHs and
2 users, where the SCs 1 and 3 are assigned to user 1, while
SCs 2 and 4 are assigned to user 2. In this case, RRH 2 which
is nearest to user 1, decodes the message in SC 3 and forwards
it to the CP. Since this message is decoded by RRH 2, the other
RRHs do not process the signal on SC 3. On the other hand,
user 1’s signal in SC 1 is quantized independently by each
of the RRHs 2 and 4, and forwarded to the CP, which then
decodes the message in SC 1 by combining the quantized
signals from these two RRHs. Similarly for user 2, while
RRH 1 locally decodes and forwards the message in SC 4,
RRHs 1, 4 and 5 quantize and forward their respective received
signals in SC 2. Notice that RRH 1, despite its proximity
to user 1, does not process user 1’s signal on SC 1, since
its fronthaul is already fully consumed by user 2’s quantized
signal in SC 2 and the decoded message in SC 4.
In order to describe the choice of operations outlined above
completely, we introduce the following decision variables.
First, to indicate whether an RRH m processes the signal on
SC n or not, we define the variables αm,n as
αm,n ,
{
1 if RRH m processes the signal on SC n
0 otherwise,
(1)
m ∈ M and n ∈ N . The collection of these variables
for all RRHs at each SC n ∈ N is denoted by the vector
αn , [ α1,n ··· αM,n ]
T ∈ {0, 1}M×1. Next, to indicate the
mode of processing chosen for SC n, i.e. whether the message
in SC n is decoded by an RRH or instead the signal in SC
n is quantized and forwarded to the CP, we define the mode
selection variable δn as
δn ,
{
1 if the message in SC n is decoded
0 if the signal in SC n is quantized,
(2)
n ∈ N . In the DaF mode (δn = 1), at most one RRH
in the network processes the signal in SC n, and hence we
impose the condition 1Tαn ≤ 1. On the other hand, in the
FaD mode (δn = 0), a subset An ⊆ M consisting of one or
more RRHs, independently quantize and forward the signals
in SC n, where An , {m ∈ M|αm,n = 1}, n ∈ N . Finally,
we define the variable νk,n to indicate whether an SC n is
assigned to a user k or not, i.e.,
νk,n ,
{
1 if SC n is assigned to user k
0 otherwise,
(3)
k ∈ K, n ∈ N . The vector νn , [ ν1,n ··· νK,n ]T ∈ {0, 1}K
specifies the user assignment for SC n. According to OFDMA,
each SC n ∈ N is assigned to at most one user for uplink
transmission, and thus νn must satisfy the condition 1
Tνn ≤
1, ∀n ∈ N . Also, we denote the set of SCs assigned to user
k ∈ K by Nk , {n|νk,n = 1} ⊆ N , so that Nj ∩ Nk =
∅, ∀j 6= k, j, k ∈ K.
Let hm,k,n ∈ C denote the complex wireless channel
coefficient from the user k ∈ K to RRH m ∈ M, for SC
n ∈ N . We assume that all the channel coefficients hm,k,n’s
are known at the CP. Let pk,n ≥ 0 denote the uplink transmit
power allocated by the user k ∈ K to SC n ∈ N and the vector
pn , [ p1,n ··· pK,n ]
T ∈ RK+ denote the transmit powers of all
the users on SC n ∈ N . Then, the signal received at RRH m
in SC n ∈ Nk is given by
ym,n = hm,k,n
√
pk,nsk,n + zm, (4)
where sk,n ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes user k’s information-bearing
signal that is assumed to be complex Gaussian and zm ∼
CN (0, σ2m) is the additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN),
with σ2m denoting the receiver noise power at RRH m (as-
sumed to be equal for all SCs).
A. Forward-and-Decode (FaD) Processing
When FaD processing (δn = 0) is performed on an SC
n ∈ Nk, the following operations take place. First, the
RRHs m ∈ An, i.e. with αm,n = 1, quantize the received
baseband signals ym,n’s in SC n given by (4). Then, the
RRHs encode these quantized values into digital codewords,
and forward them to the CP. The CP recovers the quantized
signals from these digital codewords, and decodes user k’s
message on SC n ∈ Nk, by combining the quantized signals
from the RRHs. As the received signals at the RRHs in
all the SCs are independent of each other and each RRH
is assumed to perform signal quantization independently, a
simple scalar quantization (SQ) on the received signals ym,n’s
is performed [16], and the baseband signal after SQ can be
expressed as
yˆm,n = ym,n + em,n, m ∈M, n ∈ N , (5)
where em,n denotes the complex-valued error induced by the
SQ, which is assumed to have zero mean and a variance
denoted by qm,n. The errors em,n’s are independent over m
and n due to the independent SQ in each SC by each RRH.
A practical method for SQ is to represent the in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) components of the received complex baseband
signal ym,n in (4) using βm ∈ Z++ bits for each.1 In other
words, each of the I and Q components of ym,n are uniformly
quantized into one of 2βm levels [16]. With such a uniform
SQ, the variance qm,n of the quantization error em,n in (5) on
SC n ∈ Nk at RRH m ∈ M can be approximated as [16]
qm,n = 3(|hm,k,n|2pk,n + σ2m)2−2βm . (6)
Next, each RRH m ∈ An transmits the digital code-words
corresponding to the quantization levels to the CP via its
1It is assumed that the resolution of the SQ, βm, is fixed, and is the same
on all SCs for a given RRH m ∈ M.
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fronthaul link. Since each I and Q component of the signal in
an SC is represented by a βm-bit codeword, it is not difficult
to show that the transmission rate in bits-per-second (bps)
required on the fronthaul link of RRH m to forward the
quantized signal in any SC n is given by 2Bβm/N . Upon
receiving the digital code-words, the CP first recovers the
baseband quantized signals yˆm,n’s based on the quantization
code-books used by each RRH. Further, to decode the message
in SC n, the CP applies a linear combining to yˆm,n’s. When
the optimal combining weights that maximize the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) are used, the received SNR for decoding at
the CP on SC n ∈ Nk can be expressed as [16]
γQk,n(αn, pn) =
∑
m∈M
αm,n|hm,k,n|2pn
σ2m + qm,n
=
∑
m∈M
αm,nγ
Q
m,k,n(pk,n), (7)
where qm,n is given by (6) and γ
Q
m,k,n(pk,n) denotes the
contribution of each RRH m to the SNR at the CP in SC
n. Note that if αm,n = 0 for some RRH m ∈ M, it means
RRH m does not process the signal on SC n and hence does
not contribute to the received SNR at the CP. Using (6) in (7),
γQm,k,n(pk,n) can be expressed as
γQm,k,n(pk,n) =
|hm,k,n|2pk,n
σ2m + 3
(|hm,k,n|2pk,n + σ2m) 2−2βm , (8)
m ∈ M, k ∈ K, n ∈ Nk. If the quantization error em,n
is assumed to be the worst-case Gaussian distributed, then a
lower bound on the achievable rate in bps with FaD processing
for SC n ∈ Nk is given by
rQk,n(αn, pk,n) = (B/N) log2(1 + γ
Q
k,n(αn, pk,n)). (9)
Next, we present the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. With given RRH selection αn, r
Q
k,n(αn, pk,n)
defined in (9) is concave in pk,n ≥ 0.
Proof. Please refer to appendix A.
Lemma 2.1 indicates that on each SC n, the achievable rate
with FaD processing is a concave function of the assigned
user’s transmit power.
B. Decode-and-Forward (DaF) Processing
Instead of having the CP perform the decoding by combin-
ing the quantized signals from the RRHs, any single selected
RRH m can also decode the message in SC n locally, and then
forward this message to the CP. The maximum achievable rate
in bps for SC n ∈ Nk when RRH m locally decodes user k’s
message is given by
rDm,k,n(pk,n) = (B/N) log2(1 + |hm,k,n|2pk,n/σ2m). (10)
In this case, RRH m forwards the decoded message on SC
n ∈ Nk to the CP over its fronthaul link at the rate of at least
rDm,k,n(pk,n). Also, notice that if some RRH m ∈ M locally
decodes the message in SC n and forwards it to the CP, no
other RRHs need to process the signal on this SC.
C. Hybrid Decoding
Here, we present the proposed hybrid decoding scheme,
where either a subset of RRHs An ⊆M quantize and forward
their received signals to be jointly decoded at the CP as in a
conventional CRAN, or a single RRH m ∈M locally decodes
a user’s message on SC n and forwards it to the CP. Combining
the expressions for the achievable rates in these two cases as
given in (9) and (10) with the indicator variables defined in (1)
and (2), the achievable rate with hybrid decoding on an SC
n ∈ Nk, k ∈ K, is given by
rk,n(δn,αn, pk,n) = δn
∑
m∈M
αm,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)
+ (1− δn)rQk,n(αn, pk,n). (11)
Note that if αn = 0, no RRH processes the received signals
and the achievable rate on SC n will be zero, irrespective of
the value of δn. Also, for an SC n ∈ Nk, if pk,n = 0, we
assume αn = 0 without loss of generality.
Let R¯m denote the fronthaul capacity of the link connecting
RRH m to the CP in bps. Then, the total rate at which RRH
m forwards the processed signals (decoded and/or quantized)
over all the N SCs from the users to the CP must satisfy the
constraints
∑
n∈N
(
δnαm,n
∑
k∈K
νk,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)
+ (1− δn)2Bβmαm,n
N
)
≤ R¯m, ∀m ∈M. (12)
The left-hand side of (12) represents the total rate at which
the signals processed by RRH m must be forwarded to the
CP, where rDm,k,n(pk,n) is defined in (10), and 2Bβm/N is
the rate in bps corresponding to the resolution βm of the SQ
performed by RRH m. In the next section, we formulate the
joint uplink resource allocation optimization problem for the
OFDMA-based UD-CRAN with hybrid decoding.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We aim to maximize the weighted-sum-rate of the users
in the uplink over all the SCs, by jointly optimizing the
processing mode and RRH selections, which are collectively
represented by the variables {δn,αn}n∈N , the user-SC assign-
ments {νn}n∈N , and the users’ transmit power allocations
{pn}n∈N , subject to the fronthaul constraints (12), and the
total power constraints at each of the users, which we denote
by P¯k, k ∈ K. Let ωk ≥ 0 denote the rate weight for user
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k ∈ K. Then the problem can be formulated as given below.
maximize
{pn,αn,νn,δn}n∈N
∑
k∈K
ωk
∑
n∈N
νk,nrk,n(δn,αn, pk,n) (13)
subject to
(12)∑
n∈N
pk,n ≤ P¯k ∀k ∈ K (13a)
pk,n ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ N (13b)
δn(1
Tαn) ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ N (13c)
αm,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀m ∈ M, ∀n ∈ N (13d)
1
Tνn ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ N (13e)
νk,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K, ∀n ∈ N (13f)
δn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ N . (13g)
The constraint (13c) ensures that when DaF processing is
performed (δn = 1), at most one RRH processes the signal on
SC n, i.e. at most one αm,n = 1, and all other αm,n’s are zero.
In the case of FaD processing (δn = 0), no such restriction is
imposed on αn. The above weighted-sum-rate maximization
problem is non-convex due to the integer constraints (13d)
and (13g) and the coupled variables in the objective, as well
as in constraints (12) and (13c). Notice that if δn = 0 ∀n ∈ N ,
then problem (13) reduces to the special case where all RRHs
quantize and forward their signals to the CP as in an OFDMA-
based CRAN with only centralized decoding at the CP [16].
On the other hand, if δn = 1 ∀n ∈ N , problem (13) reduces
to the special case of an OFDMA-based cellular network
where the user messages on different SCs can be decoded by
different RRHs in general and then forwarded to the CP over
the fronthauls. This is unlike the conventional cellular network
where each user’s signal is decoded by only the single BS to
which it is associated. In the general case, the optimal solution
to the above problem could have δn = 0 only on a subset of
SCs, and δn = 1 for other SCs, in order to maximally exploit
the hybrid decoding capability.
It is worth noting that in the solution to problem (13), if
pk,n = 0, ∀n ∈ N for some user k, it means that user k is not
served at all in the current scheduling interval. The resulting
fairness issue can be overcome in practice by selecting the user
rate-weights ωk’s in problem (13) appropriately. For example,
if one user receives very low rate in the current scheduling
interval, its priority weight can be increased to ensure that it
gets a higher rate in the next interval. The user weights can
thus be manipulated to ensure that all the users in the network
are fairly served in the long term.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
A. Optimal Solution
Although problem (13) is non-convex, its duality gap dimin-
ishes to zero as the number of SCs N goes to infinity, as under
this condition such non-convex problems are shown to satisfy
the “time-sharing” property [23]. Since N is typically large
in practice, we propose to apply the Lagrange duality method
to obtain an asymptotically optimal solution to problem (13).2
Let λm ≥ 0, m ∈M denote the dual variables associated with
theM constraints in (12), and µk ≥ 0, k ∈ K, denote the dual
variables for the K constraints in (13a). Also let the vectors
λ , [ λ1 ··· λM ]
T ∈ RM×1+ and µ , [ µ1 ··· µK ]T ∈ RK×1+ de-
note the collections of these dual variables. Then, the (partial)
Lagrangian of problem (13) is given by
L
({δn,νn,αn,pn}n∈N ,λ,µ)
=
∑
k∈K
ωk
∑
n∈N
νk,nrk,n(δn,αn, pk,n)−
∑
m∈M
λm
·
(
1
R¯m
∑
n∈N
(
δnαm,n
∑
k∈K
νk,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)
+ (1 − δn)2Bβmαm,n
N
)
− 1
)
−
∑
k∈K
µk
( ∑
n∈N
pk,n − P¯k
)
=
∑
n∈N
Ln(δn,νn,αn,pn,λ,µ) +
∑
m∈M
λm +
∑
k∈K
µkP¯k,
(14)
where each term in the first summation in (14) is
Ln (δn,νn,αn,pn,λ,µ)
,
∑
k∈K
ωkνk,n
(
δn
∑
m∈M
αm,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)
+ (1− δn)rQk,n(αn, pk,n)
)
−
∑
m∈M
λm
R¯m
·
(
δnαm,n
∑
k∈K
νk,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n) + (1− δn)
2Bβmαm,n
N
)
−
∑
k∈K
µkpk,n, n ∈ N . (15)
The Lagrange dual function can thus be expressed as
g(λ,µ) = max
{pn,αn,
νn,δn}n∈N
L
({δn,νn,αn,pn, }n∈N ,λ,µ) (16)
s.t. (13b), (13c) and (13g).
The maximization problem in (16) can be decomposed into
N parallel sub-problems using (14), where each sub-problem
corresponds to a single SC n, and has the following structure,
max
pn,αn,νn,δn
Ln(δn,νn,αn,pn,λ,µ) (17)
s.t. pn  0 (17a)
δn(1
Tαn) ≤ 1 (17b)
αn ∈ {0, 1}M×1 (17c)
1
Tνn ≤ 1 (17d)
νn ∈ {0, 1}K×1 (17e)
δn ∈ {0, 1}, (17f)
with the objective function given by (15). Problem (17) is non-
convex due to the integer constraints (17c), (17e) and (17f)
2However, from the simulations in Section V, we observe that the duality
gap is negligible even for a moderate value of N = 64.
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and also due to the coupled variables in the objective and
the constraint (17b). However, since the processing mode
selection variable δn takes on only two values 0 or 1, we
solve problem (17) for each of these two cases separately, and
then choose the value of δn that gives the maximum objective
value for SC n. Specifically, let L¯Qn denote the optimal value
of problem (17) for the FaD mode (δn = 0) and L¯
D
n denote
the corresponding value for the DaF mode (δn = 1). Then,
for given dual variables λ and µ, the optimal processing mode
selection δ¯n for problem (17) is given by
δ¯n =
{
0 if L¯Qn > L¯
D
n
1 otherwise.
(18)
In the following two subsections, we explain in detail how
to solve problem (17) for each processing mode, in order to
obtain L¯Qn and L¯
D
n .
1) The Case of FaD Processing (δn = 0): With δn = 0,
problem (17) reduces to
max
pn,αn,νn
LQ (νn,αn,pn,λ,µ) (19)
s.t. (17a) and (17c)–(17e),
where the objective function is given by
LQ(νn,αn,pn,λ,µ)
,
∑
k∈K
νk,nωkr
Q
k,n
(
αn, pk,n
)− 2B
N
∑
m∈M
βmλmαm,n
R¯m
−
∑
k∈K
µkpk,n (20)
Now, let the user assignment on SC n be fixed as νn = νˆn.
If no user is assigned to SC n, i.e. νˆn = 0, it is evident
from (20) that the objective of problem (19) is maximized by
setting pn = 0 and αn = 0, i.e. the power allocation is zero
and no RRH processes the signal, as expected. Otherwise, if
SC n is assigned to a user kˆn ∈ K, so that νˆkˆn,n = 1, and
νˆk,n = 0 ∀k 6= kˆn, then problem (19) can be written as
max
p
kˆn,n
≥0,
αn∈{0,1}
M
ω
kˆn
rQ
kˆn,n
(
αn, pkˆn,n
)− 2B
N
∑
m∈M
βmλmαm,n
R¯m
− µ
kˆn
p
kˆn,n
. (21)
Although the above problem (21) is non-convex due to the
integer variables αn and the coupled variables in the objective,
when the selection of RRHs is also fixed as αn = α˜n, it
reduces to the problem
max
p
kˆn,n
≥0
ω
kˆn
rQ
kˆn,n
(
α˜n, pkˆn,n
)− µ
kˆn
p
kˆn,n
, (22)
which is convex due to Lemma 2.1. In the special case when
only one RRH quantizes and forwards the signal in SC n, i.e.
when 1Tα˜n = 1, the optimal user power allocation p˜kˆn,n that
solves problem (22) can be obtained in a closed-form as given
by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let m˜n ∈ M be the single RRH that
quantizes and forwards the signal in SC n, so that α˜m˜n,n = 1
and α˜m,n = 0 ∀m 6= m˜n. Then, the optimal power allocation
that solves problem (22) is given by
p˜
kˆn
=
(θm˜n + 2)σ
2
m˜n
2|h
m˜n,kˆn,n
|2
((
1 +
4
(θm˜n + 2)
2
·
[
ω
kˆn
B|h
m˜n,kˆn,n
|2θm˜n
σ2m˜nµkˆnN ln 2
− (θm˜n + 1)
]+) 1
2
− 1
)
,
(23)
where θm˜n , 2
2βm˜n/3 > 0.
Proof. Please refer to appendix B.
Proposition 4.1 shows that the optimal user power allo-
cation in the case of FaD processing with a single RRH
selection has a threshold structure and is non-zero only if
|h
m˜n,kˆn,n
|2
σ2
m˜n
>
µ
kˆn
N ln 2
ω
kˆn
B
(
1+ 1
θm˜n
)
. On the other hand, if more
than one RRHs quantize and forward the signal in SC n, i.e.
if 1Tα˜n > 1, then the optimal user power allocation p˜kˆn,n for
problem (22) can be efficiently obtained by a one-dimensional
line search whose complexity does not depend on the number
of RRHsM . Thus, for a fixed RRH selection α˜n, p˜kˆn,n can be
efficiently obtained either using (23) when 1Tα˜n = 1, or via
a one-dimensional line search, when 1Tα˜n > 1. The optimal
solution to the joint RRH selection and user power allocation
problem (21) can thus be obtained by solving problem (22) for
all the 2M possible RRH selections α˜n ∈ {0, 1}M , and then
choosing the RRH selection with the corresponding optimal
user power allocation that gives the largest objective value
for (21). Since the optimal user power allocation can be
obtained either in closed-form using (23) when 1Tα˜n = 1, or
using a one-dimensional line search whose complexity does
not depend on M , when 1Tα˜n > 1, the overall complexity
of optimally solving problem (21) is O
(
2M
)
. Finally, after
solving problem (21) for each user assignment kˆn ∈ K, the
optimal solution to problem (19) for the FaD mode can be
obtained by choosing the user assignment and correspond-
ing RRH selection and power allocation that maximizes the
objective in (19). Thus, the overall complexity of solving
problem (19) optimally is O
(
K2M
)
. The next section de-
scribes how to solve problem (17) for the other DaF processing
mode (δn = 1).
2) The Case of DaF Processing (δn = 1): In the DaF
mode, δn = 1 and problem (17) reduces to
max
pn0,αn∈{0,1}M
LD(νn,αn,pn,λ,µ) (24)
s.t.1Tαn ≤ 1, (24a)
where the objective function is given by
LD(νn,αn,pn,λ,µ)
,
∑
k∈K
ωkνk,n
∑
m∈M
αm,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)−
∑
m∈M
λmαm,n
R¯m
·
∑
k∈K
νk,nr
D
m,k,n(pk,n)−
∑
k∈K
µkpk,n. (25)
Similar to the case of FaD processing in Section IV-A1, if
no user is assigned to SC n, it is evident that the optimal
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power allocation for problem (24) is pn = 0, while it can be
assumed without loss of generality that no RRH is selected for
processing the signal, i.e. αn = 0, in this case. On the other
hand, if SC n is assigned to a user kˆn ∈ K, then problem (24)
reduces to
max
p
kˆn,n
≥0,αn∈{0,1}M
∑
m∈M
αm,n
(
ω
kˆn
− λm
R¯m
)
rD
m,kˆn,n
(
p
kˆn,n
)
− µ
kˆn
p
kˆn,n
(26)
s.t. (24a).
Problem (26) is non-convex due to the integer constraints on
the RRH selection αn and hence difficult to solve directly
to find the optimal power allocation for user kˆn and the
optimal RRH that should locally decode this user’s signal.
Thus, similar to the procedure in Section IV-A1, we first
assume that an RRH m˜n ∈M is chosen to decode user kˆn’s
message in SC n i.e., αm˜n,n = 1 and αm,n = 0 ∀m 6= m˜n,
which reduces problem (26) to
max
p
kˆn,n
≥0
(
ω
kˆn
− λm˜n
R¯m˜n
)
rDm˜n,n
(
p
kˆn,n
)− µ
kˆn
p
kˆn,n
. (27)
The optimal solution to the above problem (27) is given by
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. The optimal power allocation p˜
kˆn,n
that
solves problem (27) is given by
p˜
kˆn,n
=
[
B
µN ln 2
(
ω
kˆn
− λm˜n
R¯m˜n
)
− σ
2
m˜n
|h
m˜n,kˆn,n
|2
]+
. (28)
Proof. The proof is similar to that for the standard water-filling
power allocation for parallel AWGN channels [24].
The optimal power allocation in (28) for a fixed user
assignment and RRH selection has the same form as the classic
water-filling solution [24]. However, in general the water levels
are different for different SCs, and are determined by the user
kˆn to which SC n is assigned to, as well as the RRH m˜n that
is chosen to decode user kˆn’s message, through the parameters
ω
kˆn
, λm˜n , R¯m˜n and hm˜n,kˆn,n. The water-level on SC n can
be negative if λm˜n/R¯m˜n ≥ ωkˆn , which implies that no power
should be allocated to user kˆn on SC n in this case. The
optimal solution to the joint RRH selection and user power
allocation problem (26) can thus be obtained by computing
p˜
kˆn,n
as given in (28) for all the RRHs m˜n ∈ M, and then
selecting the RRH that gives the highest objective value for
problem (26). This procedure incurs a complexity of O (M)
and is performed for each user assignment kˆn ∈ K. Then the
optimal solution to problem (24) for the DaF mode can be
found by choosing the user that gives the highest objective
value in (24). The overall complexity of optimally solving
problem (24) on each SC n for the DaF processing mode is
thus O(KM).
Finally, after solving the problems (19) and (24) for the
FaD and DaF processing modes to obtain the maximal ob-
jective values L¯Qn and L¯
D
n , respectively, the optimal solution
to problem (17) can be found by selecting the processing
mode that maximizes the objective in (15), according to (18).
Thus, for given dual variables λ and µ, problem (17) can be
solved for each SC n ∈ N optimally, incurring a worst-case
complexity of O(K(2M + M)). Next, we consider the dual
problem corresponding to (13), given by
min
λ0,µ0
g(λ,µ). (29)
The above dual problem (29) is convex and can be solved
efficiently by using e.g., the ellipsoid method [25] to find
the optimal dual variables λ⋆ and µ⋆. Then, the optimal
solution to problem (17) on each SC n ∈ N is given
by (δ⋆n,ν
⋆
n,α
⋆
n,p
⋆
n), computed as explained above with the
optimal dual variables λ⋆ and µ⋆. The overall algorithm for
solving the joint uplink resource allocation problem (13) is
thus summarized in Table I. Since the complexity of the
ellipsoid method to find the optimal dual variables depends
only on the size of the initial ellipsoid and the maximum
length of the sub-gradients over the intial ellipsoid [25], it
follows from the above discussion that an asymptotically
optimal solution to problem (13) for large N can be efficiently
computed with an overall complexity of O(NK(2M + M))
using the algorithm in Table I.
TABLE I
ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM (13)
1: Initialization: λ  0, µ  0
2: repeat
3: for each SC n ∈ N do
4: With δn = 0, for each user kˆn ∈ K and each RRH selection
α˜n ∈ {0, 1}M , find optimal user power allocation by solving (22)
5: Choose RRH selection and corresponding user power allo-
cation that maximizes objective in (21)
6: Choose user with optimal RRH selection and power alloca-
tion that gives maximum value L¯
Q
n of objective in (19)
7: With δn = 1, for each user kˆn ∈ K and each RRH m˜n ∈
M, find optimal user power allocation using (28)
8: Choose RRH and corresponding user power allocation that
maximizes objective in (26)
9: Choose user with optimal RRH and power allocation that
gives maximum value L¯Dn of objective in (24)
10: Find optimal mode selection δ¯n using (18)
11: end for
12: Update dual variables λ, µ using the ellipsoid method
13: until ellipsoid algorithm converges to desired accuracy
B. Suboptimal Solution
In Section IV-A, it is observed that optimally solving the
problem (21) for the FaD mode on each SC n for a fixed
user assignment requires an exhaustive search over all possible
RRH selections, incurring a complexity of O(2M ), which may
be unsuitable for dense networks with large values of M . In
order to reduce this complexity, we propose an alternative way
to solve problem (21) suboptimally, via a greedy algorithm,
in this subsection. The objective function of problem (21) can
be written in terms of the set of selected RRHs An, as
f
(An, pkˆn,n) , ωkrQkˆn,n(An, pkˆn,n)− 2BN
∑
m∈An
βmλm
R¯m
− µ
kˆn
p
kˆn,n
. (30)
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Let p
kˆn,n
(An) denote the optimal power allocation for user
kˆn that solves problem (22) when the selected set of RRHs
is An, which can be obtained using (23) when |An| = 1, or
by a line-search otherwise. Then, we construct a suboptimal
set Aˇn and find the corresponding user power allocation
pˇ
kˆn,n
, p
kˆn,n
(Aˇn) for problem (21) using a greedy algorithm
as follows. Let An,i denote the set of selected RRHs on SC
n at the start of an iteration i, and fi , f
(An,i, pkˆn,n(An,i))
denote the corresponding maximum objective value of prob-
lem (21) as given by (30). We assume that initially, An,1 = ∅,
and f1 = 0. At each iteration i = 1, . . . ,M , we first find
an RRH ji ∈ M \ An,i, which is not currently selected and
when added to the current set of RRHs An,i, maximizes the
objective in (30) among all the currently un-selected RRHs,
i.e.,
ji = argmax
ℓ∈M\An,i
f
(An,i ∪ {ℓ}, pkˆn,n(An,i ∪ {ℓ})). (31)
If RRH ji improves the current maximum objective value
fi−1, we add it to the current set of selected RRHs An,i,
i.e., if
f
(An,i ∪ {ji}, pkˆn,n(An,i ∪ {ji})) > fi (32)
holds, the set of selected RRHs is updated as An,i+1 = An,i∪
{ji}, and the current maximum objective value is updated as
fi+1 = f
(An,i ∪ {ji}, pkˆn,n(An,i ∪ {ji})). (33)
This procedure is continued until no RRH ji can be found
which satisfies (32), or there is no more remaining RRH to be
searched, i.e. i = M . If the algorithm stops at iteration i, the
final suboptimal RRH selection and corresponding user power
allocation are given by Aˇn = An,i and pˇkˆn,n = pkˆn,n(An,i).
Notice that the greedy algorithm would recover the optimal
solution to problem (21) whenever the optimal RRH selection
consists of at most two RRHs. However, in general, for given
dual variables λ and µ, the greedy algorithm gives only a
suboptimal solution αˇn, pˇn to problem (21). An outline of
the algorithm is given in Table II.
TABLE II
GREEDY ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM (21)
1: Initialization: Iteration i = 1, set of selected RRHs An,1 = ∅,
maximum objective value f1 = 0
2: for each i = 1, . . . ,M do
3: Find the RRH ji ∈ M \An,i, according to (31)
4: if ji satisfies condition (32) then
5: Update selected set as An,i+1 = An,i ∪ {ji}
6: Update current maximum objective value fi+1 according
to (33)
7: else
8: Stop and return RRH set Aˇn = An,i and corresponding
user power allocation pˇ
kˆn,n
= p
kˆn,n
(An,i)
9: end if
10: end for
From (31), it can be seen that in each iteration i =
1, . . . ,M , the greedy algorithm searches over the set of
RRHs M \ An,i, which has size M − (i − 1) to find the
RRH ji according to (31). Since there can be at most M
iterations, the worst-case complexity of the greedy algorithm
is
∑M
i=1M − i+ 1 = M(M + 1)/2, which is O(M2). Since
the complexity of finding the user power allocation in each
iteration does not depend on M , the overall complexity of
using the greedy algorithm to solve problem (21) on each
SC n is O(M2), which is only quadratic in M , compared to
the exponential complexity of the exhaustive search over all
possible RRH selections. Thus, in the algorithm in Table I, if
problem (21) is solved using the suboptimal greedy algorithm
in Table II instead of the optimal exhaustive search, the worst-
case complexity of the algorithm in Table I is reduced to
O(NK(M2 +M)). However, using the greedy algorithm, a
convergence to the optimal dual variables λ⋆ and µ⋆ cannot be
guaranteed and the primal solution obtained for problem (13)
by this method need not always be feasible. In this case, the
power allocations can be made feasible by scaling each of the
power constraints in (13a). Similarly, the constraint in (12)
can be made feasible by considering each SC in increasing
order of the rates achieved. If the DaF mode was selected
on an SC, we make the user power allocation zero on this
SC. Otherwise, if the FaD mode was selected with more
than one RRH processing the signal in the SC, the RRHs
are de-selected in increasing order of their contribution to
the SNR on each SC, until (12) is satisfied. Thus, a feasible
solution to problem (13) can always be obtained. However,
in Section V, it is shown through extensive simulations that
there is only a negligible difference between the performance
of the greedy algorithm and the exhaustive search for αn’s in
several practical scenarios. Thus, in practice, the joint resource
allocation problem (13) may be solved close to optimally at
a worst-case complexity of O(NK(M2 +M)) by using the
greedy algorithm, which is a large reduction compared to a
complexity of O(NK(2M +M)) for the optimal algorithm.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the simulation setup, we first consider a UD-CRAN
cluster with M = 5 RRHs and K = 3 users. One RRH is lo-
cated in the center of a square region with side 375 meters (m),
while the others are located on the vertices. The users are ran-
domly located within a larger square region of side 750 m, and
whose center coincides with that of the RRH square region.
The fronthaul links of all the RRHs are assumed to have the
same capacity R¯m = R¯ ∀m ∈ M, and all the RRHs use the
same resolution of βm = β, ∀m ∈ M bits for the uniform SQ
in the FaD processing mode. The wireless channel is centered
at a frequency of 2 GHz with a bandwidth B = 20 MHz,
following the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standard [26], and is
divided into N = 64 SCs using OFDMA. The combined path
loss and shadowing is modeled as 38+30 log10(dm,k)+X in
dB [27], where dm,k is the distance between RRH m and user
k in meters, and X is the shadowing random variable, which
is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 6 dB.
The multi-path on each wireless channel is modeled using an
exponential power delay profile with N/4 taps and the small-
scale fading on each tap is assumed to follow the Rayleigh
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distribution. The AWGN is assumed to have a power spectral
density of −174 dBm/Hz with an additional noise figure of
6 dB at each RRH, while the total transmit power at each user
is P¯k = 23 dBm∀k ∈ K, unless mentioned otherwise. The
proposed algorithm for hybrid decoding is compared to the
following two benchmark schemes:
• FaD processing on all SCs: In this case, we solve
problem (13) with δn = 0 ∀n ∈ N using a similar
algorithm as given in Table I.
• DaF processing on all SCs: In this case, we solve
problem (13) with δn = 1 ∀n ∈ N .
For simplicity, we consider maximization of the sum rate in
problem (13), i.e., the user rate weights ωk = 1 ∀k ∈ K,
and the values averaged over many random user locations and
channels are plotted against various system parameters.
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Fig. 2. Users’ sum-rate vs. number of SQ bits for system with M = 5,
K = 3, B = 20 MHz, N = 64 and R¯ = 250 Mbps.
Fig. 2 plots the sum-rate against the number of bits β
used for the SQ at each RRH, when the common fronthaul
capacity of the RRHs is R¯ = 250 Mbps. From Fig. 2, it is
observed that the hybrid decoding with the proposed optimal
and suboptimal algorithms outperforms both the benchmark
schemes described above. Moreover, there is a negligible dif-
ference between the optimal and suboptimal hybrid decoding
schemes, which implies that in practical UD-CRAN systems,
the hybrid decoding gains can be achieved with the suboptimal
greedy algorithm at a much lower complexity compared to
the optimal algorithm. At lower values of β, the FaD scheme
performs worse than the DaF scheme, since in this case the
SQ is coarse, which reduces the achievable rate on each SC
as given by (9), even though the fronthaul is able to support
this rate. On the other hand, when β is very high, the higher
achievable rates given by (9) cannot be supported by the
limited fronthaul capacity of the RRHs, which again restricts
the performance of the FaD scheme. However, for values of β
in between these two extremes, the FaD scheme outperforms
the DaF scheme, while the proposed hybrid decoding offers
the maximum advantage for all values of β. Fig. 3 plots the
sum-rate against the maximum transmit power constraint P¯
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Fig. 3. Users’ sum-rate vs. per user total transmit power constraint for system
with M = 5, K = 3, B = 20 MHz, N = 64, R¯ = 250 Mbps and β = 10.
at each user, when the common fronthaul capacity of the
RRHs is R¯ = 250 Mbps, and β = 10. Again, from Fig. 3,
it is observed that the proposed hybrid decoding outperforms
both the benchmark schemes above, while the performance of
the proposed optimal and suboptimal algorithms are similar.
In addition to the proposed algorithms and the benchmark
schemes listed above, Figs. 2 and 3 also plot the dual upper
bound to problem (13) given by the optimal value of the dual
function g(λ⋆,µ⋆). It can be observed that the difference
between the proposed optimal and suboptimal solutions and
the dual upper bound is negligible even for N = 64. Since the
duality gap diminishes with N , this implies that the proposed
algorithms are nearly optimal for practical values of N .
Next, we consider a large network with M = 125 RRHs
whose locations are fixed as shown in Fig. 4, and K = 120
users randomly located within a square region of side 2 km.
Since the users that are far away from an RRH do not
contribute to its achievable rate, to reduce the complexity
of our proposed algorithms, we assume that the network is
divided into 25 square clusters of 5 RRHs each, as shown
in Fig. 4. We assume that proper frequency reuse has been as-
signed over adjacent clusters and thus neglect the inter-cluster
interference for simplicity. Then, the algorithms in Tables I
and II can be executed in parallel in each cluster. Fig. 5
plots the sum-rate of the users, averaged over random channel
realizations, against the common fronthaul capacity of the
RRHs, with β = 10 bits. When the fronthaul capacity is
low, the DaF scheme performs better than the FaD scheme,
and its performance matches that of the proposed hybrid
decoding, since in this case the fronthaul cannot support the
transmission of accurately quantized signals from multiple
RRHs in any SC. On the other hand, when the fronthaul
capacity is sufficiently large, FaD outperforms DaF, and its
sum-rate approaches that achieved by hybrid decoding. In
this case, most or all the RRHs can participate in the joint
decoding on each SC, which provides a joint signal processing
gain. In between these two extremes, the proposed hybrid
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decoding offers significant gains over both the DaF and FaD
schemes. In this regime, by performing DaF processing on
some of the SCs, the hybrid decoding saves the fronthaul
capacities of the respective RRHs, which can in turn be used
for carrying quantized signals for FaD processing on other
SCs, thus performing better than both the benchmarks. Thus,
under practical setups with finite fronthaul capacities, even the
suboptimal hybrid decoding algorithm with a low complexity
of O(NK(M2 +M)) can offer significant throughput gains
over the conventional CRAN with FaD processing at all SCs,
as well as a cellular network with DaF processing at all SCs.
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Fig. 4. Example UD-CRAN layout with M = 125 and K = 120.
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Fig. 5. Users’ sum-rate vs. per-RRH fronthaul capacity for system with M =
125, K = 120, B = 20 MHz, N = 64 and β = 10.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the uplink transmission in an
OFDMA-based UD-CRAN with hybrid decoding at the RRHs.
We formulated a joint RRHs’ processing mode selection, user-
SC assignment, and users’ power allocation problem to max-
imize the weighted-sum-rate of the users over all SCs subject
to the given RRHs’ individual fronthaul capacity constraints
and the individual transmit power constraints at the users.
Although the problem is non-convex, we propose two efficient
solutions based on the Lagrange duality technique. Through
numerical simulations, it is shown that the proposed algorithms
for hybrid decoding with optimized resource allocation out-
perform both state-of-the-art CRAN with FaD processing and
conventional cellular network with DaF processing.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1
In this proof, we drop the user and SC sub-scripts k and
n for convenience. Then, by direct differentiation, it can be
shown that the second-order derivative of γQm(p) in (8) with
respect to (w.r.t.) p satisfies
d2γQm(p)
dp2 ≤ 0, ∀p ≥ 0, which
implies that γQm(p) in (8) is concave for p ≥ 0.
For a given α, since γQ(α, p) in (7) is the non-negative
sum of the concave functions γQm(p), m ∈ An, it follows
that γQ(α, p) is also concave in p [28]. Now, the logarithm
function is concave and its extended value extension on the
real line is non-decreasing. Thus, for given α, rQ(α, p) =
(B/N) log2(1+γ
Q(α, p)) according to (9) is the composition
of the concave function γQ(α, p) with a concave and non-
decreasing function, and hence rQ (α, p) is also concave for
p ≥ 0 [28], which completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1
In this proof, we drop the user and SC sub-scripts for
convenience. Since the objective of problem (22) is concave
in p, the user power allocation that maximizes its value can
be found by differentiating the objective w.r.t. p and setting
the derivative equal to zero; this leads to the equation,
−µθm˜n |hm˜n |2
σ2m˜n
p2 − µ(2θm˜n + 1)|hm˜n |
2
σ2m˜n
p− µ(θm˜n + 1)
+
ωB|hm˜n |2
σ2m˜nN ln 2
= 0. (34)
Further, it can be observed that the user power allocation p˜
that maximizes the objective of problem (22) is given by the
right-hand root of the quadratic equation (34), which can be
expressed as
p˜ =
(θm˜n + 2)σ
2
m˜n
2|hm˜n |2
((
1 +
4
(θm˜n + 2)
2
·
(ωB|hm˜n |2θm˜n
σ2m˜nµN ln 2
− (θm˜n + 1)
)) 12
− 1
)
. (35)
Also, since we require p˜ ≥ 0, from (35) we have
ωB|hm˜n |2θm˜n
σ2m˜nµN ln 2
− (θm˜n + 1) ≥ 0. (36)
Combining (36) with (35) gives the expression in (23), which
completes the proof.
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